
 

Large Numbers UN chapter 7.2

Connects the concepts of the mean of a RV

and the average of n of its samples
which is called the sample mean

This allows us to experimentally estimate

ELX by computing an average

Suppose Xi Xz Xn are independent

repetitions of an experiment associated

with a RV X
The Xi's are independent identically

distributed

iid or IID RVs

Inpractice
we often approximate the unknown mean µ
by the sample mean

It In Xi Mn

How accurate is that approximation

Does that accuracy improve as we

take more samples as n increases

How fast does this accuracy improve



Because the Xi's are RVs
then Mn is a RV so it has a

mean and variance

what is the mean of the sample mean

Elm n E Tn E Xi th EEELXi th nElk'D

EL Xi µ

An unbiased estimator good

what is the expected error for this

estimate

El Mn µ E Hn E Mn

Var Mn

Var Mn var h E Xi ht Var Xi

the n Var Xi VadnIi

q2
n

As we take more samples the error goes
down



There are 2 Laws of Large Numbers

Both essentially state that

Mn converges to ELX as n oo

in ii iT

The sample mean converges in probability
to the mean

The probability that the sample mean Mn
differs from the actual mean Mx by
more than some small value
approaches zero as n approaches oo

The event in question Mn Mx E

OfstedTodd µ MxTE
Mx E

The probability of that
event
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The sample mean becomes more accurate

as we take more samples

Hx

in

because
inahemPuff of the sammeuleases

mean becomes



To prove the WLLN we start by
recognizing E Mn E Xi µx
and Var Mn In var Xi

Then we need some more tools which
are the probability bounds in Chapter 4.6

Markov Bound

Chebyshev Bound

leads to

Pll Mn µ I e E QI
E 2

which for a fixed E

goes to zero as n goes to infinity

Tukey says An approximate answer to

the right question is more important than
a precise answer to the wrong question



Markov inequality chapter 4.6

p x a e Eta for any non negative
RV

interpretation
f my
puppyg

x a t

x
Proof

El X t fx dt

break into 2 pieces

tf It dt
Ja tf It dt

drop one piece
7 f tf Hdt

a

replace the t inside the integral

oo
with a smaller value a

Jafxthdt
a is a constanta

a PC X a

Combining
p yea EIN

a



Chebyshev inequality also ch 4.6

PC Ix ul za
E

for a RV X with meaner
and variance a

t

Proof
Let D2 X µ

2 Ca Rb

Apply the Markov inequality to D

PCD a e
E

Note since event D oil is the

same event as Ix Haa
So

Pll x ul a II



Now we can apply this to the

sample mean Mn that has

meant and variance

Using Chebyshev inequality
to Mn

Pf Mn text E E QI
E

As we take the limit of this as n oo

the right hand side goes to zero


